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Abstract—For performance and compatibility reasons, developers tend to use native code in their applications (or simply apps). This makes a bidirectional data flow through multiple contexts, i.e., the Java context and the native context, in Android apps. Unfortunately, this interaction brings serious challenges to existing dynamic analysis systems, which fail to capture the data flow across different contexts. In this paper, we first performed a large-scale study on apps using native code and reported some observations. Then, we identified several scenarios where data flow cannot be tracked by existing systems, leading to uncaught information leakage. Based on these insights, we designed and implemented NDroid, an efficient dynamic taint analysis system that could track the data flow between both Java context and native context. The evaluation of real apps demonstrated the effectiveness of NDroid in identifying information leakage with reasonable performance overhead.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The popularity of Android platform is evident from the tremendous number of activated devices and available apps. As of May 2017, there are around 72.68% smartphone running Android system [1]. At the same time, for better performance reason and compatibility of legacy code, developers tend to use native code in their apps and interface with Java code through the JNI bridge. Developers can even create an entire app using native code since Android 2.3.

Recent years witnessed a considerable increase in the number of apps using native libraries. For example, from 204,040 applications collected in May.-Jun. 2011 from several markets, Zhou et al. observed that 4.52% of them used native code [2]. This percentage increased to 9.42% in 118,318 apps collected by the same authors in Sep.-Oct. 2011 [3]. This trend is further confirmed by the findings that 24% apps crawled from Asian third-party mobile markets contain native code [4].

However, the popularity of native code in apps brings serious challenges to existing dynamic analysis systems. First, although there are many systems for analyzing apps or detecting malware [2], [3], [5], only a few of them inspect the native libraries in apps [6], [7], and none of them scrutinizes the interactions between an app’s Java code and native code. This leads to a security loophole, which could be abused by malware to evade detection. Second, existing dynamic taint analysis systems, including TaintDroid [8] and TaintART [9], are limited in the taint propagation logic related to JNI. That is, these systems could under-taint explicit data flow from native code to Dalvik virtual machine (DVM), which we will show in Section III-C. Third, DroidScope [10] is able to track the whole system’s data flow by design. However, the overhead is quite high since it reconstructs high level information from the underlying machine instructions without considering JNI’s semantic information. This may limit the capability to track real data flow in Android apps in practice. For instance, compared with TaintDroid, no new data flows were reported by DroidScope.

In this paper, to fully understand the behaviors of apps using native libraries, we first performed a study on 319,725 apps crawled from Google Play and reported the results in Section III. Then we identified several scenarios where data flow cannot be tracked by existing dynamic taint analysis systems, which leads to uncaught information leakage. As a result, malicious apps can abuse these limitations to leak sensitive data and evade the detection. This motivated us to build a new system that can capture such information flows.

Based on these insights, we then designed and implemented NDroid, an efficient dynamic taint analysis system that could track data flow within native code, and more importantly cross the boundary between Java code and native code. We tackled multiple design and implementation challenges, including the support of different Android runtime, i.e., both DVM and ART runtime, multilevel function hooking, ARM/Thumb/Thumb2 instruction instrumentation, etc. NDroid can be used to detect information leakages through JNI and advanced malware samples that dynamically modifies its Dex file through native code [11], which cannot be detected by existing systems. The evaluation of real apps, which circumvent existing systems, demonstrated the effectiveness of NDroid. We further evaluated the performance of NDroid.
overhead of NDroid and found that it introduced much lower overhead than DroidScope. In summary, our major contributions include:

- We analyzed multiple scenarios where information leakage could occur in Android apps, and shed light on the reasons why the data leakage cannot be detected by existing tools.
- We designed and implemented NDroid: a tool for analyzing apps with native code and can trace information leakage through multiple contexts (i.e., Java context and native context), which cannot be detected by existing systems. The new NDroid will be released after paper publication.
- We carefully evaluated NDroid and the results illustrated the effectiveness and efficiency of NDroid.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the background, and then we report the study of native libraries in Android framework APIs and 70,252 apps using native code in Section III. The high-level design of NDroid is introduced in Section IV, followed by the implementation on the DVM and ART in Section V and Section VI respectively. After introducing related works in Section VIII, we discuss our system’s limitations in Section IX, and conclude our work in Section X.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we will briefly introduce the necessary background information to better understand this paper.

A. Java Native Interface and Android NDK

Java native interface (JNI) facilitates the interaction between Java code and native libraries [12]. On one hand, using JNI, Java code can pass parameters to native functions and obtain the return values afterward. On the other hand, native code can create and manipulate Java objects (e.g., invoking methods and accessing fields) through JNI. To facilitate the usage of native libraries in apps, Android provides a set of libraries, tools, and header files through the NDK [13].

We find that there is a feature introduced by Android bringing challenges to our system. Since version 4.0, Android uses indirect references in native code rather than direct pointers to reference objects. By doing so, when the garbage collector (GC) moves an object, it updates the indirect reference table with the object's new location. Consequently, native code will hold valid object pointers every time GC moves objects around [14]. To track information flows through JNI, NDroid has to handle both indirect references and direct pointers.

B. The Off-the-Shelf Taint Propagation Tools

There are some existing systems that could track data flow in Android apps. In the following, we describe these off-the-shelf taint tracking systems.

1) TaintDroid: TaintDroid is an information-flow tracking system for monitoring sensitive information in Android [8]. By modifying Android’s application framework and DVM, TaintDroid attaches tags (i.e., taints) to sensitive data, propagates the taints when apps are running, and checks whether the taints will reach selected sinks. However, it under-taints information flows through JNI as explained in Section III. NDroid not only overcomes these limitations but also works seamlessly with TaintDroid on DVM to track information flows in apps. For the ease of explaining NDroid for DVM in Section V, we introduce the major data structures in TaintDroid.

   a) Stack structure: As shown in Fig. 1, TaintDroid modifies DVM’s stack structure to increase stack size for storing taint labels related to registers. For method invocation, TaintDroid first stores the taint labels interleaved with the parameters at the current stack frame’s outs area. Then it allocates stack slots for callee’s local variables and lets the frame pointer point to the new method’s first local variable. After that, TaintDroid allocates a StackSaveArea on the top of the stack for saving the caller’s information.

   When a method returns, TaintDroid will save the return value’s taint label into current thread’s InterpSaveState. If the target is a native method, TaintDroid will store both the parameters’ taint labels and the return value’s taint label that is appended to the parameters. The return value’s taint label is set by JNI Call Bridge according to TaintDroid’s taint propagation policy, because native code cannot directly access the return value’s taint label. The return value’s taint label will also be copied to current thread’s InterpSaveState after the native method returns.

   b) Taint storage: For ArrayObject and StringObject that contain an array of chars, TaintDroid sets a taint label in the array object. For class static field and class instance field, the taint labels are stored interleaved with variables in Class’s or Object’s instance data area. For other Java objects, TaintDroid only keeps the taint label of their references.

   c) Taint propagation: The taint propagation policy is a set of rules that define when and how taint should be propagated. TaintDroid adds taints to the sources of sensitive information (GPS data, SMS messages, IMSI, IMEI, etc.) of an Android device. The taint labels in TaintDroid are represented by 32bit integers, each bit of a taint label indicates one type of sensitive information, and different types of sensitive information are combined by the union operation of different taint labels. TaintDroid tracks the taints of primitive type variables and object references according to the logic of each DVM instruction. When a native method is called, TaintDroid

Fig. 1. TaintDroid stack structure.
adopts the taint propagation policy that the return value will be tainted if any parameter is tainted.

2) DroidScope: DroidScope [10] is an Android analysis platform based on the QEMU emulator [15]. It instruments machine instructions by adding extra TCG (Tiny Code Generator) instructions during the code translation phase. When such extra analysis code are executed, DroidScope can reconstruct OS-level knowledge, including processes, threads, system calls, and memory maps, and DVM-level knowledge, such as Dalvik instructions, DVM state, and Java objects. NDroid adopts DroidScope’s OS-level view reconstructor, and extends it to do instrumentation at different level for different code (third party native libraries, system libraries, etc.). With flexible instrumentation on native code, NDroid completes taint propagation of native code at runtime. Besides, DroidScope does not support the new ART runtime.

3) TaintART and ARTist: Both TaintART [9] and ARTist [16] are proposed to conduct taint analysis on the apps running on ART. They propagate taint tags by inserting taint propagation instructions into the apps. In particular, they modify the Android system tool dex2oat to inject the taint propagation instructions when the apps’ Dalvik code are compiled into native code by dex2oat. Unfortunately, they cannot insert such instructions into the Dalvik code that are not compiled into native code.

4) Malton: Malton [17] is proposed for only ART platform, and it is implemented based on the dynamic instrumentation framework Valgrind [18], which translates native instructions into IR statements during execution. Hence, Malton conducts taint analysis through inserting taint propagation IR statements dynamically, and then it propagates taint information following the logics of the executed IR statements.

III. NATIVE CODE ON ANDROID PLATFORM

In this section, we first survey the usage of native libraries in Android platform and Android apps. Then, we analyze different scenarios of information leakage in Android apps, and explain why existing systems cannot detect such leakages.

A. Android Framework APIs

Android framework APIs provide apps the ability to conduct critical operations and communicate with the underlying Linux system. To fully understand how Android framework APIs are using native libraries, we customize PScout [19] to analyze 7 versions of Android framework spanning version 2.2.3 up to the recent released Android 7.0. On one hand, PScout provides us the statistics of the Android framework such as the number of public APIs (NumPublic) and native methods (NumNative). On the other hand, we use the global call graph constructed by PScout to calculate the total number of public APIs that may reach native methods in their invocation chains (NumPubNat). Note that PScout only treats methods within packages, such as “android.*” and “com.*”, as the entry point of the invocation chain. We remove this constraint so that all public APIs become the entry points. Although Android framework comprises a relatively small number of native methods, more than 71% of public APIs invoke native methods in their implementations, as shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>NumNative</th>
<th>NumPublic</th>
<th>NumPubNat</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.2.3</td>
<td>2590</td>
<td>73482</td>
<td>52720</td>
<td>71.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0.1</td>
<td>3113</td>
<td>97184</td>
<td>70218</td>
<td>72.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1.1</td>
<td>3181</td>
<td>107299</td>
<td>78361</td>
<td>72.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3646</td>
<td>120964</td>
<td>86261</td>
<td>71.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3972</td>
<td>145256</td>
<td>105764</td>
<td>71.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>3657</td>
<td>164286</td>
<td>117764</td>
<td>71.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3864</td>
<td>162849</td>
<td>118736</td>
<td>71.68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Android Applications

We further analyze 319,725 apps downloaded from the Google Play. We pick out three types of apps that may use JNI for analysis, including (I) apps that invoke System.load() or System.loadLibrary() to load native libraries; (II) apps that contain native libraries without calling System.load() or System.loadLibrary(); (III) apps written in pure native code. Note that if the Java code in an app wants to invoke methods in native code, it has to first use either System.load() or System.loadLibrary() to load native libraries into the memory. Type I apps have explicitly called these methods. Although type II apps do not contain such invocations, as explained in the following paragraphs, we found that some apps may equip themselves with the capability to load native libraries by dynamically loading dex files containing the above invocations.

1) Type I Apps: There are 70,252 type I apps. Following the taxonomy of apps used by Google, we found that 33% of them belong to the Game category, as shown in Fig. 2. It is as expected because game apps care their performance and many popular game engines are implemented in C/C++ code. The following game engines are widely used in the apps under investigation, including Unity, Box2D, Libgdex, and Cocos2D. Moreover, we found that apps in the category of “Music And Audio” always reuse existing native libraries and apps in the category of “Communication” often employ native code to hide communication protocols or encrypt data.

In type I, 9,890 apps do not contain native libraries. We extracted the Java classes containing native method declarations from these apps and sorted these Java classes according to...
to the number of applications using them. Consequently, we identified eight classes, which belong to an AdMob plugin and are used by 48.1% of such apps. The dynamic analysis showed that they are repackaged apps with many advertisement components. Other reasons for such apps include: (1) the required libraries have been loaded by the system; (2) the App will not call the functions in native libraries but the related code have not been deleted.

We collected the statistics of all the native libraries and manually analyzed 20 most popular libraries. Most of the libraries are from the famous game engine companies, such as Unity, Libgdx, Box2D, etc. There are a large portion of libraries relevant to video or audio processing. Other libraries, such as “libstlport_shared.so”, “libcore.so”, “libstagefright_froyo.so”, etc, are originally included in NDK or the system. They are bundled with the applications for addressing Android’s poor compatibility.

2) Type II Apps: Among 2,649 type II apps, we found 394 apps that have the capability to load native libraries. More precisely, these apps have additional compressed Dex files that can load native libraries. Therefore, once these apps dynamically load the Dex files, they can load the native libraries. Note that many apps use similar approaches to hide the core business logic or enhance their functionality.

The other type II apps may not use their native libraries. One possible reason is that the native libraries would not be used during runtime (e.g., some libraries are for x86 and other platforms) but the developers forgot to remove them. For instance, for some libraries in open source projects, the code for invoking them have been removed.

3) Type III Apps: We only found 16 type III apps, including 11 game apps and 5 apps for entertainment. The small number of such apps may be due to the difficulty of developing such apps and the limitations of NDK APIs.

C. Information Leakage in Android Apps

In the following, we will analyze the basic scenarios of information leakage in Android apps, and then explain why some scenarios of the information leakages cannot be detected by existing systems.

Information leakage occurs if there is an information flow from a sensitive source to a sink that can leak out the information. We regard the functions that can obtain sensitive information as the sources. The source and the sink are located in the Java context or the native context. Fig. 3 shows the six basic scenarios of information leakages in Android system. Since an app can combine several basic scenarios to create complicated scenarios, if the detection system misses one of the basic scenarios, it may also miss the whole complicated scenarios.

- **P1**: The Java code obtains the sensitive data and then passes it to the native code, which first processes the sensitive data and eventually leaks it out.

- **P2**: The sensitive data is collected by the Java code, and then passed to the native code for processing. After that, the result is obtained by the Java code again, and leaked in the Java context.

- **P3**: The native code gets the sensitive data and then passes it to the Java code, which first processes the sensitive data and eventually leaks it out.

- **P4**: The native code first acquires the sensitive data and then passes it to the Java code for processing. After that, the sensitive data is transmitted back to the native code, and it is eventually leaked in the native context.

- **P5**: Both the source and the sink are in the Java context, and the sensitive data is processed only by the Java code.

- **P6**: Both the source and sink are in the native context, and the sensitive data is processed only by the native code.

We also summarize the major capabilities of the popular taint analysis tools for Android in Table II. TaintDroid [8] and DroidScope [10] only support DVM. TaintDroid cannot support the information leakages of P1, P3, P4 and P6, because it only handles the information leakages of which both the source and sink are in the Java context. The information leakage P2 could be implemented by two ways. In the first approach, the Java code obtains the sensitive data, then invokes JNI method to process the data, and finally leaks out the returns of the JNI method. In the second approach, the Java code also collects the sensitive data and invokes a JNI method to process it. After that, the Java code invokes another JNI method to obtain the results from the native context, and leaks the results in the Java context. Note that TaintDroid cannot capture the second approach of P2, because it just propagates the taint tags from the parameters to the results of the JNI method whereas the JNI method for processing data and the JNI method for obtaining the results are different in the second approach. Similarly, Since Androindperf [20] is developed on top of TaintDroid, although it supports tracking information through JNI bridge, it only supports DVM. Since the taint tracker of Droidscope is not released, we cannot get the details of the taint tracker.

TaintART [9] and ARTist [16] were recently proposed to conduct taint analysis on Android running ART. However, they can only handle the information leak of P5, because they need to insert additional taint propagation instructions into the Java code by modifying dex2oat. Moreover, the new system Malton [17], which can track information flow in...
Android apps, only supports the ART runtime and just tracks information leakage in one process. Although TaintMan [21] supports both ART and DVM, it needs to insert additional instructions into the target apps through repackaging, and thus it can neither handle packed Android apps nor track information flow in native libraries.

To address the limitations of these systems, we proposed and implemented a novel taint analysis system NDroid, which tracks information leakage in multiple contexts (i.e., Java context and native context) and supports all the aforementioned six basic scenarios of information leakages in Android system.

IV. THE HIGH-LEVEL DESIGN OF NDROID

Each Android app runs on the top of a modified Linux kernel, with the support of Android application framework, and the Android platform contains a set of system libs. Fig. 4 illustrates the architecture of NDroid, a virtualization-based dynamic taint analysis system. QEMU is an open-source machine emulator [22], through which we can instrument instructions at translation phase and monitor each machine instruction at execution phase. To track information flows through multiple contexts, NDroid introduces six major modules into QEMU including: (1) the instrumentation manager controls when and how we do instrumentation on different modules (the JNI bridge, system libraries and apps’ own native libraries) at translation phase; (2) the JNI tracker deals with the taint propagation when JNI APIs and related functions are called; (3) the instruction tracer parses each executed instruction (ARM/Thumb/Thumb2) and propagates taint information according the semantics of these instructions; (4) the native tracker conducts the taint propagation of the compiled code, and all these three handlers complete taint propagations with interfaces provided by (5) the taint engine which also maintains taint storages for both registers and memories. Moreover, (6) we employ TaintDroid as the taint tracer (i.e., DVM tracer) in DVM and implement an ART tracer module to trace the taint information in ART runtime.

It is necessary to know the offsets of the methods that need instrumentation. Since it is time-consuming to calculate processes and modules. What’s more, since TaintDroid carefully handles the taint propagation in the framework and DVM, we reuse the modules modified by TaintDroid and keep the taints added by NDroid consistent with TaintDroid’s format so that they can work together smoothly.

V. NDROID FOR DVM

This section details the implementation of our system on DVM, the default Android runtime below version 5.0.

A. Instrumentation Manager

When an app sends sensitive data to its own native code by invoking native methods, the data first goes through the JNI bridge before it steps into native codes, then native codes will handle the data and possibly invoke system library calls. Therefore, the JNI bridge, apps’ third party native libraries and system libraries must be instrumented in order to trace information flows through JNI.

As shown in Fig. 5, for an app’s own native code (i.e., libNDroidDemo.so), the instrumentation manager instruments it at two different levels: (1) basic block level (i.e., indicated by BLOCK_END arrow) – if a block of code ends at invoking system library method or JNI API call, we do instrumentation at the end of it; (2) instruction level (i.e., indicated by INSN_BEGIN arrow) – each instruction is instrumented before being executed. By doing so, whenever an app’s native code calls system library methods and JNI APIs we are interested in (e.g., open(), NewObject(), etc.), we can conduct analysis before and after they are invoked. Note that system libraries and JNI bridge are not instrumented all the time. Instead, we only instrument them when they are used by an app’s own native code. However, certain methods (e.g., dvmCallJNIMethod(), dvmAllocObject(), etc.) related to JNI bridge are instrumented at both beginnings/ends of their first/last basic blocks. Details about these methods will be discussed in Section V-B.

Fig. 4. NDroid architecture.

Fig. 5. Instrumentation manager.
those offsets manually, we prepare scripts to disassemble libraries (e.g., libc.so, libm.so, libdvm.so, etc.), extract offsets, and generate template codes for handlers in following subsections.

B. JNI Tracer

A critical step in tracking information flow through JNI is to maintain and propagate taints between two different runtime contexts (i.e., the Java context and the native context). It is non-trivial to correctly get and set taints when the context switches. For example, although TaintDroid properly handles the taints when an App is in the Java context, it does not store the corresponding taints to the native runtime contexts (i.e., the Java context and the native context). Thus failing to track such information flows. To address this issue, the JNI bridge handler deals with instrumented JNI APIs and relevant functions, through which information flows across the boundary between the Java context and the native context. These functions can be roughly classified into five groups according to their functionality, including (1) JNI entry; (2) method calling; (3) object/string/array operation; (4) field access; and (5) exception, each of which is detailed as follows.

1) JNI Entry: This category is supposed to include functions facilitating Java codes to invoke native methods. However, since JNI does not provide such interfaces, we analyzed the process of Java codes calling native methods and found that before DVM hands over control to native methods, the process of Java codes calling native methods and found since JNI does not provide such interfaces, we analyzed facilitating Java codes to invoke native methods. However, those offsets manually, we prepare scripts to disassemble libraries (e.g., libc.so, libm.so, libdvm.so, etc.), extract offsets, and generate template codes for handlers in following subsections.

2) Method Calling: This category includes functions facilitating native codes to call Java methods. The first column of Table III lists these JNI APIs, and they will then call the corresponding methods in the second column. We use $dvmCallMethodV()$ to denote the methods in the second column. Finally, $dvmInterpret()$ will be called before DVM interprets the target method. For instance, as shown in Fig. 6, when an app’s native code calls a Java method by invoking $CallVoidMethodA()$, the following steps will be conducted: (1) allocating a Java method frame on the DVM stack (as depicted in Fig. 1); (2) putting the parameters onto the stack and clearing the taint slots; (3) scanning parameters and converting the indirect references to real object addresses. After that, “$dvmInterpret()$” is called to hands over control to the Java method.

Table 1: JNI Methods for Invoking Java Methods, $\text{TYPE} \in \{\text{OBJECT, BOOLEAN, BYTE, CHAR, SHORT, INT, LONG, FLOAT, DOUBLE, VOID}\}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CallMethod( )</th>
<th>dvmCallMethodV( )</th>
<th>dvmInterpret( )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CallNonvirtualMethod( )</td>
<td>dvmCallMethodV( )</td>
<td>dvmInterpret( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CallStaticMethod( )</td>
<td>dvmCallMethod()</td>
<td>dvmInterpret( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CallNonvirtualMethodV( )</td>
<td>dvmCallMethodV( )</td>
<td>dvmInterpret( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CallStaticMethodV( )</td>
<td>dvmCallMethodV( )</td>
<td>dvmInterpret( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CallTypeMethod( )</td>
<td>dvmCallMethod()</td>
<td>dvmInterpret( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CallNonvirtualTypeMethod( )</td>
<td>dvmCallMethodV()</td>
<td>dvmInterpret( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CallStaticTypeMethod( )</td>
<td>dvmCallMethod()</td>
<td>dvmInterpret( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CallNonvirtualTypeMethodV( )</td>
<td>dvmCallMethodV()</td>
<td>dvmInterpret( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CallStaticTypeMethodV( )</td>
<td>dvmCallMethodV()</td>
<td>dvmInterpret( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CallTypeMethodA()</td>
<td>dvmCallMethodA()</td>
<td>dvmInterpret( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CallNonvirtualTypeMethodA()</td>
<td>dvmCallMethodA()</td>
<td>dvmInterpret( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CallStaticTypeMethodA()</td>
<td>dvmCallMethodA()</td>
<td>dvmInterpret( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that as “$dvmCallMethod( )$” methods clear the slots used to store taint tags in Java method frames, we instrument “$dvmInterpret( )$” to set taint tags just before Java methods run. Moreover, since we cannot get indirect references of reference type parameters through instrumenting “$dvmInterpret( )$” (③ in Fig. 6) and indirect references are used

Listing 1. ‘$dvmCallJNIMethod$’.

```
void dvmCallJNIMethod(const u4* args, JValue* pResult, const Method* method, Thread* self);
```

Listing 2. ‘SourcePolicy’.

```
typedef struct _SourcePolicy{
  int method_address;
  int tR0, tR1, tR2, tR3;
  int stack_args_num;
  int stack_args_taints;
  char* method_signature;
  int access_flag;
} SourcePolicy;
```

Fig. 6. Native Code Call Java Method: ① allocate a Java Method Frame; ② initialize stack with parameters and clear taint slots; ③ convert indirect inferences to real object addresses.
We define six thread-specific conditions $T_1, T_2$ to explain the multilevel hooking technique, as shown in Fig. 7. Other codes rather than the native codes under investigation. To address this issue, we propose a multilevel hooking technique to assure that the instrumentation of "dvmCallMethod*()" methods.

check a sequence of preconditions before instrumenting certain methods. For example, native codes can create new object/string/array through the taint storage of native context, we also instrument “dvmCallMethod()”.

The overhead will be high if we instrument these functions whenever they are called, because methods “dvmCallMethod*()” and “dvmInterpret()” may also be triggered by other codes rather than the native codes under investigation. To address this issue, we propose a multilevel hooking technique to assure that the instrumentation of “dvmCallMethod*()” and “dvmInterpret()” is performed only when they are triggered by the native codes of interest. Its basic idea is to define and check a sequence of preconditions before instrumenting certain methods.

We use the method “dvmCallVoidMethodA()” as an example to explain the multilevel hooking technique, as shown in Fig. 7. We define six thread-specific conditions $T_1, T_2, ..., T_6$ to determine whether the corresponding steps of instrumentation in Fig. 7 can be performed. Let $I_{curr}$ represents the address of the instruction being executed, $I_{from}$ indicates the last instruction executed and $I_{to}$ denotes the target address of branch instructions:

1) $T_1$ is true if $I_{curr}$ is within the native code and $I_{to}$ equals the start address of “CallVoidMethodA()”.

2) $T_2$ is true if $T_1$ is true, $I_{curr}$ equals the start address of “dvmCallMethodA()” and $I_{from}$ is within “CallVoidMethodA()”.

3) $T_3$ is true if $T_2$ is true, $I_{curr}$ equals the start address of “dvmInterpret()” and $I_{from}$ is within “dvmCallMethodA()”.

4) $T_4$ is true if $T_3$ is true, $I_{curr}$ equals the start address of “dvmInterpret()” and $I_{to}$ is within “dvmCallMethodA()”.

5) $T_5$ is true if $T_2$ is true, $I_{curr}$ equals the start address of “dvmCallMethodA()” and $I_{to}$ is within “CallVoidMethodA()”.

6) $T_6$ is true if $T_1$ is true, $I_{curr}$ is within the native code and $I_{from}$ equals the end address of “CallVoidMethodA()”.

To track this information flow, we use the multilevel hooking technique to instrument both NOF and the corresponding MAF. Moreover, other JNI APIs related to object/string/array operations are also hooked, such as functions of global and local references, functions about releasing string and getting setting array, etc.

4) Field Access: Since native codes can access a Java object’s fields through the functions listed in Table V, by hooking these methods, NDroid can add taints to the corresponding field before executing “GetField()” functions or get a field’s taint after executing “GetField()” functions.

5) Exception: Native codes can communicate with Java codes through throwing an exception carrying sensitive information. The JNI function “ThrowNew()” first creates a new exception object and then initializes it by invoking “initException()”, which creates a string object based on the third parameter of “ThrowNew()” and calls the exception object’s constructor through “dvmCallMethod()”. To track this information flow, we use the multilevel hooking technique to instrument functions including “ThrowNew()”, “initException()”, “dvmCallMethod()” and “dvmInterpret()”, and add the taint of the third parameter of “ThrowNew()” to the string object in the new exception object.

C. Instruction Tracer

For tracing information flows in apps’ native codes, the native instructions are instrumented by the instrumentation manager, and the instruction tracer carries out the taint propagation of each instruction before it is executed. When an

![Fig. 7. Multilevel Hooking](image-url)
TABLE VI
Taint Propagation Logic for ARM/Thumb/Thumb2 Instructions: Symbol "\(\times\)" Indicates Binary Operators and Symbol "\(\sim\)" Indicates Unary Operators; for \(M[addr + n]\) in LDR* and STR*, \(n\) Can Be 1, 2 or 4; \(f(\text{regList})\) Counts Number of 1 in \(\text{regList}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction Format</th>
<th>Taint Propagation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Movw (R_i, R_j)</td>
<td>(t(R_k) = t(R_j) \times (R_i))</td>
<td>set (R_k)'s taint with taint of (R_j) and (R_i)'s taint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movlw (R_i, R_j)</td>
<td>(t(R_k) = t(R_j) \times (R_i))</td>
<td>add (R_i)'s taint to (R_k)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movh (R_i, R_j)</td>
<td>(t(R_k) = t(R_j) \times (R_i))</td>
<td>set (R_k)'s taint with taint of (R_j) and (R_i)'s taint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDR (R_i, #imm)</td>
<td>(t(R_k) = (M[addr + (n)] \times (R_i)))</td>
<td>set (R_k)'s taint with taint of (R_i) and (M[addr + (n)])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STR (R_i, #imm)</td>
<td>(t(M[addr + (n)]) = t(R_i))</td>
<td>set (M[addr + (n)])'s taint with (R_i)'s taint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDMschedule(R, regList)</td>
<td>(t(R_k) = f(\text{regList}))</td>
<td>set (R_k)'s taint with taint from (\text{regList})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRR (R_i, R_j)</td>
<td>(t(M[addr + (n)]) = t(R_i))</td>
<td>set (M[addr + (n)])'s taint with (R_i)'s taint</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VII
Modeled Standard Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lib</th>
<th>Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>libc</td>
<td>memory, free, malloc, memset, strlen, strcmp, realloc, strcpy, memcpy, strncmp, memset, snprintf, sprintf, strlen, strcpy, memset, malloc, free, realloc, memset, strlen, strcpy, malloc, free, realloc, memset, strlen, strcpy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libm</td>
<td>sin, pow, cos, sqrt, floor, log, log10, exp, asin, atan, ceil, cos, log, log10, exp, asin, atan, log, log10, exp, sin, cos, log, log10, exp, asin, atan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VIII
Important Standard Library Calls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lib</th>
<th>Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>libc</td>
<td>malloc, free, memset, strlen, atoi, malloc, realloc, calloc, free, memset, strlen, atoi, malloc, realloc, calloc, free, memset, strlen, atoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libm</td>
<td>sin, cos, log, exp, pow, sqrt, floor, log, log10, exp, abs, round, ceil, floor, log, log10, exp, abs, round, ceil, floor, log, log10, exp, abs, round</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing 3. Handler of function 'memcpy'.

Note that Table VIII lists the important system library methods (e.g., file read/write, network operation, etc.), including those sink methods with ∗. The system library handler records more detailed information when these methods are called, and it regards the situations as a possible information leakage when the tainted data reaches sink methods.

E. Taint Engine

The taint engine maintains shadow registers and a taint map to store registers’ taints and memories’ taints respectively. The taint granularity is byte-level. That is, for each byte, there is a taint flag marking it tainted or not. Moreover, if certain tainted operand is used as the memory address, we also taint the memory at the address.

The taint engine provides flexible interfaces for other modules to set/get taints easily, such as interfaces (e.g., setMem2ToReg(), setMem4ToReg(), etc.) for setting certain register’s taint with taints got from multiple memory addresses.

1) Taint Protection:

The taints for apps’ native codes are stored in the QEMU process, and hence they are transparent for apps. However, malicious native codes can easily access DVM stack and heap to override taints for Java codes. One of the reasons why TaintDroid disables apps to load third party native libraries is to protect the taints on DVM stack and heap. In order to avoid introducing vulnerability by our extension...
to TaintDroid, we design a practical approach to protect taints maintained by TaintDroid.

An intuitive and fine-grained method to protect those taints is to firstly label the memories allocated for taints on DVM stack and heap and then monitor native codes’ accesses to those labeled memories. This method will incur unacceptable overhead because TaintDroid directly stores taints interleaved with related values instead of allocating special memory spaces for taints so that NDroid has to perform heavyweight instrumentation for locating the memories allocated for taints. Therefore, we adopt a more practical and coarse-grained approach to protect taints for Java codes – forbidding native codes to directly access or call system library methods to indirectly access DVM stack and heap. This approach works because benign native codes will never write/read DVM stack and heap neither directly nor indirectly.

To monitor native codes’ accesses to DVM stack and heap, it is necessary to get relevant address spaces. We get the stack’s start address and stack size through reading the fields “interp-StackStart” and “interpStackSize” stored in current thread, and hence obtain the stack’s address space as [StackStart – StackSize, StackStart]. The DVM heap’s address space can be obtained by looking for the memory module with name “/dev/ashmem/dalvik-heap”, because it is specifically allocated for heap using. Note that the static fields’ taints are stored in the same memory space used for class definition, which is not located in DVM stack or heap. Instead, we can obtain this address space by looking for the memory module named “/dev/ashmem/dalvik-LinearAlloc”.

With these sensitive address spaces containing Java codes’ taints, we forbid apps’ native codes to access them by (1) monitoring each instruction’s execution and (2) hooking system library methods related to memory reading/writing.

VI. NDROID FOR ART

To improve the performance of Android system, Android has replaced DVM with ART. ART appears as an alternative runtime in Android 4.4 and becomes the default runtime since Android 5.0. Instead of executing Dalvik instructions, ART compiles the Dalvik bytecode of apps into native code during the installation and then runs them directly [24]. Hence, ART may render NDroid useless because it is quite different from DVM. In the following, we will illustrate our extensions to support the ART runtime in NDroid. To make the description more clear, we denote it as NDroid-ART in this section.

A. Thread-Level View Reconstructor

NDroid-ART supports tracing taint propagations among different threads of a process simultaneously by monitoring the creation of a new thread and capturing the switch operation between different threads. More precisely, NDroid-ART instruments the kernel function do_fork() because it must be called when a new thread is created. As to thread switch, the kernel function _switch_to() realizes the task scheduler in Linux kernel. Through monitoring the invocation of this function and getting its arguments and return value, NDroid-ART can locate and fetch the task_struct of the thread being switched to from the kernel’s memory space. Then, NDroid-ART decides whether this thread is being traced or not. If that is the case, NDroid-ART monitors this thread.

Different threads in one process share the same memory space except registers, stacks and other non-shared resources. Therefore, it is necessary to separate the taints in different threads for correct taint analysis. NDroid-ART uses thread local storage (TLS) to achieve it. A self-defined structure, named tls_taint, is attached to each traced thread, which records important information for taint propagation in each thread, such as ARM registers, etc. NDroid-ART also records information of the current executing method, such as whether it is a native method, its return value, invocation type and so on, because the information is bound to the method and the same method can be invoked in different threads. When a thread is traced, some global variables will point to the thread’s local storage so that the private taint data cannot be interrupted by other threads’ taint propagation.

It is worth noting that although DroidScope collects thread information, it does not separate the taint information in different threads, thus taints in different threads may interfere with each other [10]. Moreover, DroidScope monitors the change of the page based address register to detect the switch of processes but the switch of lightweight processes (i.e. threads) has no effect on the page based register.

B. Taint Propagation Through JNI

It is challenging to conduct dynamic taint analysis on JNI methods due to the complex procedure of invoking JNI methods in ART. Each native method declared in Dex file is compiled to a set of instructions in ART, which is called a stub. These instructions are responsible for initializing JNI environment, calling the real method in so files, and cleaning JNI environment. When the stub method calls the real implementation for the first time, it will invoke a trampoline method that first loads the real implementation and then jumps to it. When the real implementation is finished, the program returns back to the stub directly. After that, the stub calls the real implementation directly.

Native methods call Java methods through APIs like Call*Method(), where TYPE represents the type of the return value of the Java method [12], such as, “Object”, “Boolean”, etc. After the class and methodID are obtained through APIs FindClass() and GetMethodID(), the target Java method can be called. After the invocation of Call*Method() series APIs, the ArtMethod object, which represents the target Java method, can be obtained. Finally, the ArtMethod::Invoke() method is called to invoke the real Java method. When the target Java method is finished, the program returns back to Call*Method(). Finally it goes back to the so file.

To accomplish the taint propagation between native methods and Java methods, NDroid-ART instruments the key points of the JNI invocation procedure. For propagating taints from Java context to native context, NDroid-ART instruments the positions including (1) before the invocation of
the native method, (2) before the execution of the native code related to the native method, (3) after the execution of native code, and (4) after the invocation of the native method. For conveying taints from native context to Java context, NDroid-ART hooks the positions including (1) before the invocation of `CallTYPeMethod()` series APIs, (2) before the invocation of the target Java method, (3) after the invocation of the target Java method, and (4) after the invocation of `CallTYPeMethod()` series APIs.

C. ART Tracer

As TaintDroid does not support ART runtime, we implement the component ART tracer in NDroid-ART to conduct taint propagation for the ART methods. Since instruction-level taint propagation will introduce heavy overhead, we employ function-level taint propagation when analyzing Android framework APIs to improve performance. The whole procedure consists of three steps. First, for each framework API, we model the taint propagation relationship among its parameters and return value. Second, we identify and recognize each framework API to be invoked. More precisely, by performing instrumentation after each basic block is executed, NDroid-ART obtains the address of the next basic block to be executed, and then uses the address to determine the API. Third, we design a general hook function which takes in framework APIs and their taint propagation models. This function will be called before and after invoking each framework API, hence NDroid-ART can conduct the taint propagation.

Before modeling the taint propagation behavior of framework APIs, we extract their Dalvik instructions from `system@framework@boot.oat` and convert them into Java bytecode using the tool `dex2jar`. We built a static analysis tool to construct the control flow graph (CFG) and obtain a set of executable paths associated with parameters for each framework API. The tool then performs data flow analysis to determine whether the taint(s) will be propagated from one or more parameters to other parameters and/or the return value. If so, the taint propagation relationship among parameters and return value are recorded in a map data structure denoted as `TaintFA`.

In order to improve the performance of the static taint analysis, we develop a tool to obtain the offset addresses of the functions in the app’s Oat file and the Android framework (boot.oat) by parsing Oat files of both the target apps and the Android framework, and put these addresses into a configuration file. When performing instrumentation, NDroid-ART will check whether an instruction belongs to the relevant functions according to its address. If that is the case, the taint analysis will be performed.

Once a framework API is called, we obtain its taint propagation model from `TaintFA`, and then propagate the taint according to the model directly, thus shortening the processing time. We acknowledge that such models are not very precise because they only consider the relationships among parameters and return values. However, creating more accurate models for framework APIs is out of the scope of this paper. Besides, NDroid-ART also has the capacity of conducting instruction level taint propagation for the compiled ART methods. Hence, to improve the accuracy of taint propagation, users can specify NDroid-ART to propagate the taint tags in instruction level for the ART methods.

VII. Evaluation

NDroid is implemented in QEMU. NDroid for DVM (i.e., NDroid-DVM) runs Android 4.3 and NDroid for ART (i.e., NDroid-ART) runs Android 5.0. NDroid-DVM tracks information flow in the Java context through TaintDroid, and NDroid-DVM focuses on tracking the information flows through JNI. We use two real apps (i.e., QQPhoneBook 3.5 and ePhone 3.3.3) to evaluate NDroid-DVM. Since TaintDroid does not support taint propagation in ART runtime, NDroid-ART propagates taint tags in both Android framework and JNI bridge. We employ two real malware (i.e., SpyBubble and PlusLock) to evaluate NDroid-ART. Moreover, we evaluate the performance of NDroid-DVM and NDroid-ART using CaffeineMark [25]. This section answers the following questions.

- **RQ1**: Can NDroid-DVM track the information leaked through JNI bridge in DVM runtime?
- **RQ2**: Can NDroid-ART propagate taint information through multiple threads?
- **RQ3**: Can NDroid-ART track the information leakage through JNI bridge in ART runtime?
- **RQ4**: Do NDroid-DVM and NDroid-ART have reasonable performance during taint propagation?

A. Experiments on DVM

1) **QQPhoneBook**: NDroid-DVM discovers that QQPhoneBook 3.5 can send sensitive information related to contacts and SMS to a server named “info.3g.qq.com”. Fig. 8 shows the major functions in the information flow identified by NDroid, which is an example of leaking sensitive information through pattern P2. In the first step, by invoking the native method “makeLoginRequestPackageMd5()”, the Java...
code transmits sensitive information through the fourth parameter (i.e., “args[3]”) to the native context. This parameter is of the type String and its taint is “0×202”. NDroid-DVM creates an entry in the taint Map to associate the memory address 0x4127deb8 with the taint “0×202”.

Then, the Java code calls another native method “getPostUrl()” (i.e., step 2) with parameters that do not have taints. “getPostUrl()” invokes “NewStringUTF()” (i.e., step 2.1) to create a new String object based on the tainted memory (i.e., 0x4127deb8) and return this new String object to the Java code that eventually sends out the sensitive data. NDroid-DVM not only adds a taint to the new String object and the return value but also tracks the information flow until it reaches the sink “send()”, thus capturing this information leakage. Note that TaintDroid alone cannot identify such information leakage, because it does not taint the new String object and the return value of “getPostUrl()”.

2) ePhone: NDroid-DVM finds that ePhone sends contacts related information to a name named “softphone.comwave.net”. Fig. 9 shows the major functions in the information flow tracked by NDroid-DVM. The ePhone’s Java code first calls a native method callregister() that passes tainted information related to contacts to its native code. Then, the native code converts the tainted Java string to C string through the method “getStringUTFChars()” and further invokes many system calls (i.e., memcpyp(), memmove(), fwrite(), etc.) to process the tainted information. Finally, it invokes sendto() to send the tainted information to the server. Answer to RQ1: The experimental result shows that NDroid-DVM can successfully track the information leaked through JNI bridge in DVM runtime.

B. Experiments on ART

1) Spybubble: Spybubble [26] is a malicious app that steals and leaks the sensitive information, such as device id, phone number, geographical location, etc. Besides, Spybubble gathers and leaks sensitive information in different threads. Fig. 10 shows the details of aforementioned malicious behaviors performed by Spybubble.

When Spybubble starts, a service named “GPSLocationService” is created to collect phone’s device ID through invoking Android framework API getDeviceId(), which is specified as the taint source by the NDroid. When the result (i.e., device ID) of getDeviceId() is returned, it is attached with specific taint tag by NDroid. The tainted device ID is encoded into an XML-like string and stored into a global variable. In addition, another service named “OfflineConnection” of Spybubble periodically reads the XML-liked string stored in the global variable, and writes the string into a hidden file named “.testFile.txt”. That is, the sensitive information (i.e., device ID) is obtained and leaked by the services “GPSLocationService’ and “OfflineConnection” respectively. Answer to RQ2: The experimental result shows that NDroid-ART can discover the information leakage flow through multiple threads.

2) PlusLock: PlusLock [27] is a malicious app that collects sensitive information, such as phone number, MAC address, device ID, etc., and then uploads the collected information to its own server or Email account. Fig. 11 depicts three JNI related malicious behaviors performed by PlusLock. Once the main activity of PlusLock is launched, three JNI methods, i.e., stringIPBank(), stringUser() and stringPassword(), are called to retrieve a suspicious website address, the username of an Email account and the password of this account, respectively. In this experiment, we configure these three types of sensitive information with different taint tags (i.e., 0×10, 0×80 and 0×100). Note that, these three types of information are stored in three variables in the native code (i.e., libhello-jni.so) of this app. Besides, each of these three variables is passed to JNI API NewStringUTF() as its parameter, and then converted into a java.lang.String object. Thus, the return values of these three JNI methods are attached with the corresponding taint tags. All these string objects are stored in an instance of SharedPreferences. After that, the website address is used to establish a connection with its own server (i.e., http://mfdrhg.vicp.com) for uploading sensitive information. We also find that this malware can leak the user’s phone number through Email. For example, as shown in Fig. 11, “hjyfjhg1010@126.com” and “zxcv1234” are the username and password of the Email account, respectively.
C. Performance of NDroid

To evaluate the performance of NDroid, we run CaffeineMark 30 times with NDroid, and QEMU respectively. In average, compared with QEMU, the NDroid incurs 10.7 and 10.1 times overall slowdown (i.e., Fig. 12) to the DVM runtime and ART runtime respectively. Since DroidScope brings at least 11 times slowdown, NDroid introduces less slowdown than DroidScope that only supports DVM runtime.

Answer to RQ4: As a dynamic taint analysis tool, NDroid has reasonable performance during taint propagation on both DVM and ART runtime.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Only a few existing systems take into account the native libraries in Android apps. Some of them dynamically collect system calls through system call hijacking [28], [29] or tools like ptrace [30], [31], strace [32], and ltrace [4]. The sequence of system calls, along with other function calls within DVM, could be used to characterize an application’s behavior [33]. Based on QEMU, CopperDroid combines system calls and Android specific behaviors observed from binder to detect malware [34]. Fedler et al. proposed measures to control the execution of native code on the Android platform [35]. Sun et al. developed NativeGuard that controls the native codes of an app by forcing them to run in a non-privileged application [36]. Appcage sandbox the native libraries to confine the app’s behavior [37], but it does not track the information flow inside native libraries. Since dynamic analysis system is usually not scalable and could not cover all execution paths, static analysis approaches have been designed to scan native codes for detecting malware [3], [6], [38]. For example, DroidNative uses specific control flow patterns to detect mobile malware using native code [6]. However, static analysis is usually hindered by various obfuscation techniques [39]–[41].

Orthogonal to monitoring functions calls, information flow tracking empowers users to understand how a program processes tainted data [33]. There are two pioneering systems for this purpose: TaintDroid [8] and DroidScope [10]. TaintDroid modified DVM to carry out dynamic taint analysis and introduces low performance overhead. However, as illustrated in Section VII, it under-taints information flows through JNI. AppFence is based on TaintDroid and does not process third-party native libraries [42]. DroidScope tracks information flow at the instruction level by enhancing QEMU, and it may incur 11 to 34 times slowdown [10]. Moreover, DroidScope did not report new information flows through JNI than TaintDroid [10]. Similarly, Androidperf [20] is implemented based on TaintDroid, although it supports tracking information through JNI bridge, it also only supports DVM platform and requires modification of the Android framework. We identify the information flows missed by these systems, and NDroid can capture them with much lower overhead than DroidScope. A recent system called Malton [17] tracks information flow in Android apps. However, it only supports ART and cannot track the information leakage crossing multiple processes.

The majority of existing systems for analyzing Android apps do not consider native libraries [43]–[47]. Instead, they usually inspect required permissions [2], [48]–[51], invoked APIs [2], [52]–[54], information flows in Java code [55], [56], and related textual information [57]–[61]. For example, WoodPecker conducts intra-procedural path-sensitive static analysis to identify capability leaks in applications of several stock Android smartphones [62], while CHEx employs interprocedural, flow- and context-sensitive analysis to discover component hijacking vulnerabilities in applications [55].

The security of JNI in the Java virtual machine (JVM) has been investigated. Tan et al. discovered vulnerabilities in JNI based programs through static analysis [63] and designed sandbox to enable trustworthy execution of native codes [64]. Jinn defines 11 finite state machines and uses them to detect interface violations related to JNI [65]. Note that these sandboxes were designed for JVM instead of the DVM.

Dynamic taint analysis has been widely used in many applications, such as detecting vulnerabilities [66], malware analysis [67], understanding network protocols [68], to name a few [69], [70]. Despite many dynamic taint systems have been designed for either binary executables [69], [71], [72] or managed runtime [73], there are still many open questions in dynamic taint analysis, such as conduct control flow taint and deal with implicit information flows [69], [70]. Although NDroid shares the limitations of dynamic taint analysis, it decreases the false negatives related to native codes by carefully tracking information flows through JNI.

This paper is an extension of paper [74] with many new contents, which are summarized as follows. First, we conduct a new analysis of native code on Android platform. Specifically, we investigate the framework APIs of various Android systems (i.e. from Android 2.2.3 to Android 7.0), and find that more than 71% Android framework APIs involve native code in their internal implementations. We also examine much more Android apps using native code in this paper than the previous work [74]. Based on the above analysis, we summarize six basic scenarios of information leakage in Android platform in Section III-C. Second, we re-design NDroid with the support of the new Android runtime ART in Section IV, and introduce its implementation details in Section VI, whereas the work...
of [74] only supports DVM runtime. Third, to evaluate the extended version of NDroid, we conduct new experiments in Section VII with three aims: (1) can NDroid track the information leakage through multiple threads (Section VII-B.1); (2) can NDroid track the information flow involving various contexts (Section VII-B.2); and (3) how is the performance of NDroid (Section VII-C). The experimental results illustrate that NDroid can efficiently and effectively track the information flows leaked through multiple threads and involving various contexts (i.e., Java context and Native context) with reasonable performance.

IX. DISCUSSION

Similar to all dynamic analysis systems, NDroid executes one path at a time and cannot cover all execution paths. It is difficult to test apps because their behaviors are usually triggered by user interactions (e.g., clicking a button, turning off the screen) and they can extend their functionality through dynamical class loading. Experiment results in Section VII have shown that simple tools like monkeyrunner [75] cannot enumerate all possible paths in an app and thus NDroid may miss information leakage. In future work, we will equip NDroid with advanced input generation system [76].

Common to most virtualization-based systems is the difficulty of emulating the whole real hardware environment. The Android emulator misses some important information sources (e.g., GPS). Hence, NDroid cannot track information flows from these sources. On possible solution is to provide fake information that cannot be emulated as suggested by [77], [78]. Moreover, advanced malware may exploit the difference between an emulator and a real smartphone to perform emulator detection. Using the virtualization technology supported by CPUs (e.g., Trustzone in ARM [79]) may be a promising approach to evade such detection.

Similar to TaintDroid and Droidscope, NDroid does not track control flows. Therefore, it could be evaded by apps that use the same control flow based techniques for circumvention [80]. Since fully supporting control flow tracking may cause high overhead and false positives, we will investigate it and support more ARM/Thumb operations in future work.

Hybrid apps [81], [82] leverage the advantages of both traditional apps written in Java (with/without native code) and web apps using various web techniques (e.g., JavaScript, HTML 5) to speed up the development for multiple platforms. They introduce the JavaScript context in WebView [83], and rely on two mechanisms provided by Android platform to support the interaction between Java code and Javascript code: callback communication and bridge communication [81]. Using the former mechanism, developers override the callback methods in WebViewClient and WebChromeClient to react on the corresponding events [84], which can be triggered by JavaScript code with additional information as methods parameters. In the latter mechanism, developers can inject a Java object to WebView through addJavascriptInterface so that JavaScript running in WebView can call the methods of this Java object [84]. Existing dynamic taint analysis systems as well as NDroid presented in this paper do not support tracking information flows going through the JavaScript context switch. Since tracking such information flows is non-trivial and deserves another paper, we here discuss the possible approaches to achieve this purpose and will investigate them in future work.

To track the information flow through the JavaScript context, we need to track the information flow outside and inside the JavaScript runtime, separately, and carefully handle the taint propagation across the boundary between the Java context and the JavaScript context. NDroid can track the information flow outside the JavaScript runtime for both DVM and ART runtime. For tracking the information flow within JavaScript runtime, we can achieve it by modifying the JavaScript interpreter in WebView or conducting JavaScript source code instrumentation [85]. To propagate taint information across the contexts, we will first hook the important functions in the callback communications (e.g., various callback methods [84]) and the bridge communication (e.g., JavaInstanceJobject::invokeMethod for executing JavaScript methods) to capture the data to be transferred across the contexts and the corresponding taint labels. Then, we will carefully map the data in one context to the variable in another context and properly set its taint label. We will develop this functionality for NDroid in future work.

X. CONCLUSION

We conducted a large-scale study on the usage of native libraries of Android apps, and identified several scenarios where data leakage cannot be captured by existing systems. Based on these insights, we proposed and implemented NDroid, an efficient dynamic taint analysis system for tracking information flows across different contexts. The evaluation of real apps illustrated that NDroid can effectively identify information leaks through JNI and discover polymorphic malicious apps realized by JNI with reasonable performance overheads. We will release the new NDroid in https://github.com/rewhy/NDroid.
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